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Investigation of columnar defects in MOD YBCO films by TEM 
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Planar defects which are parallel to the a-b plane are commonly observed in  
metal  organic  deposited  (MOD)  YBCO.  These  planar  defects  enhance  the  
critical current when the magnetic field is  parallel  to the film. To enhance  
critical currents when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the film surface,  
columnar  defects  would  be  desirable.  In  this  work,  we  have  studied  the  
columnar defects in MOD processed Dy doped YBCO film by Transmission  
Electron  Microscopy  (TEM).  The  cross-section  and  plan-view  TEM  
observations have revealed that the columnar defects are generated along with  
the micro-twin lamellae which are perpendicular to the a-b plane of the film.  
The columnar defects generated by ion implantation were also analysed by  
TEM.  The  relationship  between  the  columnar  defects  and  critical  current  
density has been discussed.

1. Introduction
Defects in YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) films play a significant role in determining the critical  

current density of superconducting wires through pinning of magnetic flux lines. Tailoring the  
size, concentration, and shape of these defects to optimize the critical current density is one of  
the principal goals of materials research on YBCO films. YBCO has a distorted perovskite  
structure; for YBCO thin film growth by metal-organic deposition (MOD), planar defects  
parallel to the a-b plane and the film surface are commonly observed. These planar defects  
enhance the critical current when the magnetic field is parallel  to the film [1].  Point-like  
nanoparticle  defects  can  also  be  introduced,  giving  an  isotropic  enhancement  [2,  3].  To  
enhance critical currents particularly when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the film,  
columnar defects would be desirable. Some studies have reported columnar defects observed  
in YBCO films and their effect on superconducting properties of the materials [4, 5]. We have  
reported ion irradiation on YBCO films resulting in columnar ion tracks which provide strong  
flux pinning for magnetic fields aligned close to the irradiation direction [6]. In this work, we  
use Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to characterise the columnar defects in MOD  
processed Dy-doped YBCO films and the ion irradiated material.  These defects  and their  
relationship with the critical current anisotropy are explored.

2. Experimental
YBCO films were prepared by metal-organic deposition (MOD) of trifluoroacetate-

based precursors on a buffered metallic substrate as described elsewhere [5]. The material 
investigated in this work is Y(Dy)BCO which is a YBCO film with 50mol% Dy addition.

Ion irradiation was carried out at the National Isotope Centre  of GNS Science. The Ag 
ion energy used was 74MeV, the ion fluence was 10 11 ions/cm2, and the ion beam was oriented 
normal to the film and parallel to the average c axis. 

TEM cross-section samples were prepared by the normal procedure. The materials were  
mechanically polished to a thickness of ~20µm. Then the samples were thinned by Ar + ion 
milling using Gatan’s 691 Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS). TEM work was performed  
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at Victoria University of Wellington using a JEOL 2011 transmission electron microscope  
which is operated at 200kV with a LaB6 filament.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Columnar defects in twinning structure

Many stacking faults and planar defects have been studied in MOD processed YBCO  
films. These defects are parallel to the a-b planes which results in anisotropic effect in critical  
current density which means that higher increase in critical current  density when magnetic  
field is perpendicular to the c axis than that when magnetic field is parallel to c axis. In the  
Y(Dy)BCO material after oxygen annealing, some columnar defects which are perpendicular  
to a-b plane were observed in some regions. Figure 1 is a cross-section TEM image of a  
Y(Dy)BCO sample  showing  the  columnar  defects.  These  columnar  defects  do  not  occur  
throughout whole film; figure 2 shows another region of the same sample that does not have  
columnar  defects.  To  characterise  these  columnar  defects,  plan-view  TEM  work  was  
performed on this material (figure 3). The microstructure in plan-view shows a large density  
of nano-particles which have been observed in cross-section orientation  before [1-3]. Besides 
these nanoparticles,  some micro-twin lamellae were observed in the plan-view orientation  
microstructure. The twin structure in YBCO consists of two domains in which the nearly-
equivalent a and b axes are interchanged, with a symmetrical interface along the (110) plane.  
This interface is twin boundary. Much research has been done in the twinning structure in  
YBCO  bulk  and  thin  film  materials  [4,  7-9].  Some  studies  have  shown  that  the  twin  
boundaries can act as pinning centres to increase critical current density of the material [8, 9].  
The width of these micro-twin lamellae is about 10-70nm. A selected area electron diffraction  
pattern from the twinned area is shown in figure 4. The electron beam is parallel to [001]  
orientation of the film. In the diffraction pattern, splitting of diffraction spots with increasing  
separation for higher order reflection was observed. The result confirms that the (110) plane  
in the film is  the twin boundary.  The observation of this  twinning structure in plan-view  
orientation  indicates  that  the  columnar  defects  observed  in  cross-section  orientation  are  
generated along these twin lamellae. We have reported that YBCO films with Dy addition  
provide  more  significant  flux  pinning  effect  than  undoped  YBCO films  do  [1,3].  Cross-
section TEM observation rarely found the columnar defects in undoped YBCO films, while in  
Dy doped YBCO material,  a significant number of columnar defects were observed. This  
result suggests that Dy doped material can produce more twin lamellae, and therefore more  
columnar defects, than un-doped materials.  It is possible that these columnar defects also  
contribute to the enhanced flux pinning generally attributed to the higher density of nano-
particles.

Fig. 1. TEM cross-section image of a Y(Dy)BCO 
material showing columnar defects. (Arrow is 
interface between Ag and YBCO top surface)

Fig. 2. TEM cross-section image of a Y(Dy)BCO 
material showing columnar defects.
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3.2 Columnar defects generated by ion implantation
One approach  to  generate  columnar  defects  is  ion  implantation  [6,10,11].  The  

Y(Dy)BCO sample was irradiated at normal incidence with 74MeV Ag ions to a fluence of 
1011 ions/cm2 as described elsewhere [6]. At this energy, the electronic energy loss of the  
incident ions is such that discontinuous amorphised tracks are formed. The TEM image in  
Figure 5 shows the vertical discontinuous ion tracks in addition to (Y,Dy) 2O3 nanoparticles 
and horizontal ab-plane stacking faults that were present in the unirradiated sample [1]. The  
tracks have a diameter of 2–4 nm. Because the tracks are non-superconducting and have a  
diameter about double the coherence length of YBCO, they form strong flux pinning centres.  
Figure 6 shows the magnetic field-angle dependence of the critical current  of the sample  
before and after irradiation. A broad peak appears for the irradiated sample when the magnetic  
field is parallel to the ion tracks, despite the fact that the low-field critical current was reduced  
by 20% due to the reduction in percolation path. This is an unambiguous manifestation of the  
anisotropic flux pinning provided by these columnar defects.

Fig. 5. TEM cross-section image of an ion irradiated 
sample showing many ion tracks.

Fig. 6.  Magnetic field-angle dependence of the 
normalized critical current in 74 MeV Ag-irradiated 
Y(Dy)BCO sample, for 1 T applied field.
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Fig. 3. TEM plan-view image of the sample 
Y(Dy)BCO showing the micro-twin lamellae.

Fig. 4. Selected area diffraction pattern of a 
micro-twin region showing splitting diffraction 
spots (arrow) in high order of (110) orientation.
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4. Conclusions 
The  columnar  defects  in  MOD  Dy  doped  YBCO  superconducting  film  has  been  

characterised  by  cross-section  and plan-view TEM. The result  showed that  the  columnar  
defects  are  generated  along the  micro-twin  lamellae  which  are  in  the  (110)  plane  of  the  
material.  Dy doped YBCO samples produced more columnar defects than un-doped YBCO  
and it is possible that these columnar defects also contribute to the enhanced flux pinning  
generally attributed to the higher density of nano-particles.

Ion implantation on the Dy doped YBCO material at  an energy of  74 MeV and ion 
fluence of 1011 ions/cm2 with the orientation ion beam parallel to c axis has generated a large  
density of discontinuous ion tracks which is a form of columnar defects. The width of these  
columnar defects is about 2-4 nm. These defects act as flux pinning centres to increase the  
critical current density when the magnetic field is near parallel with the irradiation direction. 
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